
Peer groups for the
course
– case working
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What will you do in a peer group 
during the course?
1. As a group, you will prepare a teaching case, DL 

9.12.2019

2. The cases will be solved in the last teaching and 
learning session 12.12.2019 (your group will solve a 
case created by other group, not your own!)
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Peer group work: Write a teaching case 1/2
Your goal as a peer group is to write a teaching case that describes teaching and 
learning related challenge or problem. 

• Discuss in a group what kind of challenges and problems you have faced in your 
own teaching and/or in your study program.

• Choose a realistic challenge that will form the base of your teaching case. You can 
choose one of the challenges that came up in your discussion. You also can 
combine features of several real-life challenges you've seen. 

Preconditions for the case:

• Challenge/problem is realistic.

• Challenge/problem can be solved (or can be understood) by using the knowledge 
you gained in pedagogical courses.

• Contains all/most of the information that is needed to come up with a solution/work 
plan to solve the case.

• Can be solved by a multidisciplinary group of teachers in an hour. I.e. the group that 
is solving your case may not have a deep content knowledge of some specific field.

• Max. length is 2 pages 33
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Peer group work: Write a teaching case 2/2

Write a case description that contains:
• Description of the relevant context: e.g., school, degree program, course, 

number of students, elective/compulsory course …..

• What is the challenge/problem you have identified? How does this challenge 
manifests itself? What are the consequences of the challenge/problem.

• Delimit the problem that you describe in the case so that it can be solved in an 
hour.

• Any other information that is relevant for solving the case. E.g. information on 
students study history, student feedback, teacher's teaching experience, 
available resources …

Submit your case to MyCourses - Peer groups for case working - Submit 
your teaching case. DL 9.12.2019.
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